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	Supercharged JavaScript Graphics: with HTML5 canvas, jQuery, and More, 9781449393632 (1449393632), O'Reilly, 2011

	
		With HTML5 and improved web browser support, JavaScript has become the tool of choice for creating high-performance web graphics. This faced-paced book shows you how to use JavaScript, jQuery, DHTML, and HTML5's Canvas element to create rich web applications for computers and mobile devices.

	
		By following real-world examples, experienced web developers learn fun and useful approaches to arcade games, DHTML effects, business dashboards, and other applications. This book serves complex subjects in easily digestible pieces, and each topic acts as a foundation for the next.

		
			Tackle JavaScript optimization and understand how it impacts performance
	
			Create fast-moving graphics by combining old-school DHTML with jQuery
	
			Learn advanced UI techniques using the jQuery UI and Ext JS libraries
	
			Build games with collision detection, object handling, and JavaScript scrolling techniques
	
			Master HTML5 Canvas basics for drawings, fills, bitmaps, animation, and more
	
			Create applications for the small screen with jQuery Mobile and PhoneGap
	
			Use Google’s data visualization tools to create interactive dashboards
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Resistance and PersuasionLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Do we need to convince you that persuasion is an important topic for the social
sciences? Probably not. You know that humans are social beings. Our communication,
psychology, social organization, political structures, market
choices—in short, everything we do—is interpersonally coordinated. Persuasion
is one of the...

		

Bitcoin for the BefuddledNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		Unless you've been living under a rock for the last couple of years, you've probably heard of Bitcoin—the game-changing digital currency used by millions worldwide.

	
		But Bitcoin isn't just another way to buy stuff. It's an anonymous, revolutionary, cryptographically secure currency that functions...



		

The Outlaws: A Presidential Agent NovelPutnam Adult, 2010

	The #1 New York Times-bestselling series returns-and the stakes have never been higher. 

	

	Charlie Castillo's secret unit has been disbanded-but that doesn't mean he's out of business. As experience has painfully shown him, there are many things the intelligence community can't do, won't do, or...





	

Adobe Premiere Elements 2.0 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2005
The fastest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Premiere  Elements for Windows!

 

Classroom in a Book, the best-selling series of hands-on  software training workbooks, helps you learn the features of Adobe software  quickly and easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no...


		

Beginning iPhone and iPad Web Apps: Scripting with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScriptApress, 2010

	This book will help you join the thousands of successful iPhone App developers without needing to learn Objective-C or the Cocoa touch APIs. If you want to apply your existing web development skills to iPhone and iPad development, then now you can. WebKit’s support for HTML5 means any web developer can create compelling apps for both...


		

Basic Electrical Installation Work, Fifth Edition: Level 2 City & Guilds 2330 Technical CertificateNewnes, 2008

	"A must read book for beginners, DIYers & electricians alike" (Amazon.co.uk customer review of the previous edition, Sep 2006)

	

	Covers all electrical installation trainees need to know for the Level 2 certificate

	

	Trevor Linsley's textbooks have helped thousands of students to...
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